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from the college

Presidential Reflections

A s I complete my final term as 
President of the College of Li-
censed Practical Nurses of Alber-

ta, I reflect on my journey which began 
in July 2008. I was encouraged by Linda 
Stanger, on referral by Hugh Pederson, 
my friend, colleague and CLPNA presi-
dent at the time, to consider the District 
3 position on Council. I accepted the 
challenge and bravely stepped forward 
with great curiosity and anticipation. Lit-
tle did I know this journey would last for 
the next eight years, with four of those 
years in a leadership role as president. 

The growth and progress in our profes-
sion over this time has been beyond my 
imagination. Council and I have sup-
ported and witnessed many significant 
accomplishments. A few of the high-
lights include:

• Membership increase from 7,264 in
 2007 to 13,921 in 2015 
• Increasing use of LPNs in all forms
 of healthcare delivery, with more  
 leadership, education, and highly  
 acute care roles than ever in our 
 history 
• Approval of the 3rd Edition 
 Competency Profile for LPNs 
 following a comprehensive review  
 and update
• Advances in mobility for the LPN,  
 enabling smooth transition across  
 Canada and the launch of a 
 Jurisprudence Examination that   
 ensures LPNs in Alberta have the
 necessary knowledge of the 
 legislative framework in Alberta 
 and Canada
• Council’s “Planning for the Future”  
 initiative which has resulted in three  
 years of successful Think Tanks that  
 inform the profession, our Strategic  
 Plan and have had some influence  

 on the evolution of a quality system  
 for Albertans, and most recently the
• Launch of the Health Care Aide   
 Directory Project

The most significant change, however, 
has been the transition for the Coun-
cil and Executive as we have success-
fully adopted a pure policy governance 
model. This model creates freedom for 
innovative thinking, concrete roles, en-
hanced teamwork, and strengthened 
accountabilities for Council and man-
agement. Implementation of this gov-
ernance model was a great achievement 
for the Council and it empowers us to 
be increasingly future-focused and rein-
forces our leadership of the profession. 
This empowerment is evident in the en-
hanced achievements of recent years and 
guides the Council well into the future. 

Throughout my time with the College, 
CLPNA has always maintained positive 
and proactive collaboration with gov-
ernment, stakeholders and other health 
professions. 

I would like to express sincere gratitude 
to my colleagues of the Council; it has 
been a privilege to lead this group of 
honourable LPNs and dedicated pub-
lic members. Being part of the Council 
has challenged me to create greatness 
through the opportunities we are given, 
or be bold and seek out those opportu-
nities. Observing the changes over the 
years with pure awareness has allowed 
me to experience how wonderful this 
profession is and how truly committed 
our nurses are to the people we serve. 

As well, I must extend my sincere grati-
tude to Linda Stanger, Chief Executive 
Officer, and her staff for their support 
and encouragement over the past 8 

years. Your dedication and profession-
alism have been a profound gift to me 
throughout my time on Council and 
particularly during my leadership term. 

To the LPNs of Alberta, you inspire me 
and I encourage you to continue to ex-
cel in the competent, committed care 
you provide. It has been an honour and 
a privilege for me to serve Albertans and 
our profession in the dynamic process of 
self-regulation. I have been challenged 
both professionally and personally and 
will always appreciate the opportunity. 

I am so very proud to be a licensed prac-
tical nurse. In closing, I wish to share 
some inspiring words in this quote from 
our 2008 rebranding, published in the 
Summer 2008 Care Magazine (Volume 
22, Issue 2, pg. 4): 

The unique strength of our profession 
is that while the complexity and 

the challenges have increased, the 
fundamental connectivity to people 
has not. We are the people’s nurses, 

we are young and wise with age. 
We are hands-on care providers. 

We have a unique perspective because 
we see healthcare through the eyes of 

those who need it – the vulnerable, 
the afraid, the sick. We feel them in 

us – uniquely. We are healers on the 
most human of terms – calling upon 

a well-spring of skills to provide 
comfort and reassurance. Crossing 

the chasm of fear with a simple hand 
for the patient to hold. We are 

inspired and inspiring. Well-educated. 
highly skilled. Compassionate.

Sincerely,
Jo-Anne Macdonald-Watson, President
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In primary care, 25-33% of patients 
suffer from illness not fully ex-
plained by diagnostic tests. In these 

patients, pain or other symptoms (often 
more than one) can affect almost any 
structure, organ system or body region.  
There is growing evidence from con-
trolled trials that addressing psychoso-
cial problems in this population leads 
to significantly improved outcomes. 
However, few healthcare profession-
als have had formal training about the 
link to stressful issues. A nurse who is 
familiar with these connections will of-
ten recognize important struggles in a 
patient’s life that might be missed by 
both the patient and medical staff.  

Psychosocial issues encountered dur-
ing experience with over 7000 of these 
patients are described below. These 
include current life stresses, the pro-
longed impact of adversity in child-
hood and primarily somatic presen-
tations of depression, post-traumatic 
stress, and anxiety disorders. Although 
many people are reluctant to consider 
stress as a cause of physical symptoms, 
they can be reassured by the concept 
that “tension headaches” can occur in 
other places in the body.

A new term for professionals working 
with stress-related illness is Psycho-
physiologic Disorders (PPD). This term 
reflects growing evidence that chronic 
stress can alter nerve pathways in the 
brain. However, the phrase Stress-Re-
lated Illness is preferred when commu-
nicating with patients.  

The Stress Evaluation

There are five major types of stress to 
listen for in patients with diagnosti-
cally unexplained symptoms. Suspicion 
of a link between any of these and the 
patient’s condition is stronger if you 
or the patient notice that a stress oc-
curred just before symptoms began or 

is linked to flares of symptoms. You 
might also listen for clues that symp-
toms are highly unlikely to have an or-
ganic or structural cause.  For example, 
one of my patients was a 40 year-old 
man who had abdominal pain only 
while driving to work but not when 
driving home or on days off work.  
(His job became stressful shortly be-
fore the pain started.)

Part I.  Current Stresses

Almost any source of ongoing life stress 
is capable of causing physical symp-
toms. Listen for evidence of a personal 
crisis, issues with religious faith, prob-
lems with a spouse or partner, Lesbian/
Gay/Bisexual/Transgender concerns, 
difficulty with children or parents, 
workplace stress, financial problems or 
a dilemma involving a friend or neigh-

bour. Be alert for stressful events that 
link chronologically to symptom flares.

Another common theme in this cat-
egory is a lack of self-care skills. Good 
questions that loved ones can help an-
swer are:
 • Do you care for those close to you  
 but have difficulty finding time for  
 yourself?
 • What do you do for enjoyment 
 and how often?

For many of these patients, their only 
relief from endless obligations is when 
symptoms force them to rest. Many of 
them suffered a challenging childhood 
that diverted them from attending to 
their own needs. They were left with 
little experience in taking time for per-
sonal fulfillment and recreation. 

Medically Unexplained Symptoms: 
The Nurse’s Role

David D. Clarke, MD, Oregon Health & Science University | Presented at 2016 CLPNA AGM & Conference
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Part II.  Adverse Childhood 
                Experiences (ACEs)

About two-thirds of adults have expe-
rienced at least one ACE and one-sixth 
have experienced at least four. ACEs 
increase the risk for many types of poor 
health outcomes including PPD, which 
can begin during childhood, adoles-
cence or well into mid-life. Symptoms 
can be mild or severe, single or mul-
tiple, and can persist for years or even 
decades. Most patients are grateful for 
inquiry with the following sequence of 
questions:  

1.  Were you under stress as a child?  
2.  If so, can you tell me a little about  
 what happened to you?
3.  If you learned that a child you care  
 about was growing up exactly as  
 you did, how would that make you  
 feel? (Patients tend to minimize the
 adversity they suffered, but this  
 question can help them to a more  
 accurate assessment.)
4.  Are you still interacting with a   
 person who was stressful for you
 as a child? (If so, it is often 
 essential to change the nature of  
 the encounters or set boundaries  
 that limit them.)

After each question, listen for mis-
treatment capable of causing endur-
ing harm to self-esteem and/or anger, 
shame, fear, grief or guilt. This suffer-
ing often proves to be the source of 
unresolved emotions that are then ex-
pressed somatically. This is the funda-
mental cause of PPD in ACE survivors.  
Common forms of childhood mistreat-
ment in this population include abuse, 
neglect, lack of praise or emotional 
support, excessive responsibilities, bul-
lying by peers and parental violence or 
substance abuse. 

Many PPD patients experience three 
overlapping stages in recovering from 
ACEs. You may detect evidence for this 
in your conversations with ACE survi-
vors. 

Stage One. Characterized by person-
ality traits that developed in response 
to ACEs including poor self-esteem, 
stressful personal relationships, perfec-

tionism, detrimental levels of self-sac-
rifice and increased vigilance. Anxiety 
and depression often are present. Also 
common are behaviors that support 
coping such as eating disorders, addic-
tions (alcohol, drugs, nicotine, exer-
cise, work, sex, gambling, shopping), 
and self-injury. Positive characteristics 
include reliability, attending to details, 
a capacity for hard work and compas-
sion for others in need.

Stage Two. Negative traits from Stage 
One diminish and the positive traits 
generate supportive feedback from 
friends and colleagues. This leads to 
steady growth in self-esteem. Many 
eventually recognize they deserve to 
be treated far better than they were 
as children. For the first time they feel 
worthy of mutually supportive rela-
tionships.  

Stage Three. Declining stress, improv-
ing self-esteem and feeling worthy of 
better treatment contrasts with and 
generates emotion about adversity suf-
fered as a child. But because of years 
spent suppressing emotional reactions, 
many lack conscious awareness of 
anger, shame, fear, grief or guilt even 
when an ACE perpetrator is still active 
in the patient’s life. The result is that 
emotion is expressed somatically (caus-
ing symptoms) rather than verbally or 
via behaviour. (It is not uncommon for 
symptom onset to coincide with the 
first supportive relationship, referred 
to as the Good Partner/Bad Illness syn-
drome). 

It is remarkable how frequently ACE 
survivors are unaware of emotions 
powerful enough to cause physical 
symptoms. 

Part III.  Depression

In primary care, patients with depres-
sion typically present not with their 
mood disorder but rather with one or 
more body symptoms. Many do not 
feel depressed though they might ad-
mit to feeling stressed or frustrated. A 
vague, non-specific description of the 
symptoms and desperation to find re-
lief are clues to depression. Confirma-
tion usually follows from inquiry into 

early morning awakening, anhedonia, 
fatigue, anorexia, tearfulness, thoughts 
of self-harm, and loss of hope for the 
future.

Part IV.  Post-Traumatic Stress

Routinely ask about traumatic, terrify-
ing or horrifying life events. The link 
to PPD is clear when symptoms begin 
soon after the trauma, especially when 
accompanied by typical manifesta-
tions of Post-Traumatic Stress such as 
flashbacks, nightmares, avoidance of 
reminders of the trauma, emotional 
numbness, and increased vigilance.   

PPD that begins long after the trauma 
is more challenging to diagnose and is 
not rare. Symptoms usually follow a 
triggering event linked to the trauma. 

Part V.  Anxiety Disorders

The prevalence of Generalized Anxi-
ety Disorder (GAD) in primary care is 
7-8% and most complain of physical 
symptoms rather than worry or fear. A 
clue to GAD is that the somatic illness 
tends to be significantly less severe at 
times when the patient feels safe. Most 
GAD patients will admit to excessive 
worry about minor matters if asked 
specifically.

Conclusion

Millions of patients suffer from PPD, 
but few health professionals have had 
formal training in diagnosis and treat-
ment of the psychosocial causes.  The 
result is a large blind spot in the health-
care system. Nurses who are aware of 
the psychosocial issues described above 
can bring them to the attention of both 
the patient and medical staff, thereby 
significantly improving chances for a 
good outcome. n

For more information, email Dr. Clarke 
at drdave@stressillness.com. 
Dr. Clarke’s book is titled They Can’t 
Find Anything Wrong! 
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   By Chris Fields

“A little while and I will be gone 
from among you, when I cannot tell. 

From nowhere we came, into 
nowhere we go. What is life? 

It is the flash of a firefly in the night. 
It is the breath of a buffalo in the 

wintertime. It is the shadow which 
runs across the grass and loses 

itself in the sunset.”

                               
Crowfoot (1830 – 1890) 

Chief, Siksika First Nation

A Nation
 of  Firsts
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Pushing Boundaries at Siksika 
Health & Wellness Centre

The stack of Nike shoe boxes in Siksika Health Services CEO Tyler 
White’s office is a giveaway that there’s something a little different 
going on…something that reflects Chief Crowfoot’s words about 

the mind, body, and spirit circle of existence. 

“My office looks like a Foot Locker,” Tyler jokes. “We are the only tribe 
in Canada with a Memorandum of Understanding with Nike through 
its N7 Fund1,” Tyler adds. “The partnership has created energy with 
our youth, which is a positive way for us to employ youth ambassadors 
to address issues like addiction, suicide, and mental health proactively.”

Now take this one indication and multiply it over and over again and 
you have the Siksika Health & Wellness Centre, where no challenge is 
considered too big and the default attitude is optimism, progress, and 
proactive solution seeking. 

Siksika will tell you they are like anywhere else you visit for health 
services in Alberta. The facility is accredited like Foothills Hospital or 
Calgary’s South Health Campus. The Elders Lodge, currently housing 
17 elders, was initially designated assisted living, but Siksika surpassed 
Accreditation Canada criteria to meet long-term care standards, which 
the facility now provides as its residents age. 

But it’s also more than anywhere else. >
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“We are a clinical health centre, but 
we are beyond that as a place where 
wellness is about the whole person,” 
Tyler states. 

The Siksika Health & Wellness Cen-
tre offers comprehensive profession-
al, clinical, community health and 
wellness, home care, and assisted liv-
ing services.

There is cultural context with fea-
tures like a morning smudge that 
community members, including 
those not accessing health services, 
use. The facility plays a critical role 
in providing medical support for 
catastrophic events like the flood of 
2013 that destroyed roughly 100 Sik-
sika homes and displaced more than 
1000 people.

In other words, the Siksika Health & 
Wellness Centre isn’t just a medical 
facility, it’s community-building bed-
rock. 

Step back a decade before the facil-
ity was constructed and imagine 
that your challenge is to build a new 

health services vision. If you can pro-
vide comprehensive health and well-
ness services locally, you can make 
deep inroads in nurturing better 
health and wellness conditions for 
your people. 

You have just convinced Chief and 
Council to elevate this objective to 
a priority, and they have committed 
financially to partially meet a long-
term capital and operating budget. 
But you need more. So what do you 
do?

You form deep partnerships and 
collaboration. When you have close 
to 100 babies born annually, and 

simple things like ultrasounds don’t 
happen because of the time and cost 
of a trip to the city, you have Mar-
garet Kargard, Clinical Services 
Team Lead, connect with Alberta 
Children’s Hospital, and arrange for 
RCA Diagnostics to bring the ser-
vice to Siksika. From Nike to RCA, 
formation of partnerships is second 
nature. 

You embrace technology as a 
drumbeat. Tyler talks about Super-
Net, Alberta’s government-run high-
speed network. Siksika was the first 
health centre in Alberta to connect 
to SuperNet, and it subsequently 
became a Health Canada project to 
connect all rural and remote First 
Nations in Alberta to the network.

Toni Running Rabbit, Licensed Prac-
tical Nurse (LPN), describes the ar-
rival of Alberta Netcare (electronic 
medical records) and a new digital era 
10 years ago. The facility also added 
digital diagnostic imaging, uses digi-
tal cameras for consultation on issues 
like wounds, and is an active user of 
telehealth. “We currently connect pa-

Consistency 
builds trust; 

people know 
doctors and 

nurses will be 
there when they 

need them.
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>

(from left to right) 
Cheryl Sorensen, Home Care Team Lead; 

Kory Duck Chief, Quality Assurance Officer;  
Tyler White, Siksika Health Services CEO;

Margaret Kargard, Clinical Services Team Lead

tients to dietitians or dermatologists, 
which is good for people who have 
transportation challenges,” Toni 
says. “It also benefits my continuing 
education because I can access vari-
ous workshops like wound care, pal-
liative care, and mental health.”

The facility’s embrace of digital tech-
nology has created opportunity to 
measure outcomes over time. Marga-
ret notes that to have a First Nations 
health centre with nine physicians is 
unheard of, which provides a consis-
tency of physician care that converg-
es with technology to generate data.

“Consistency builds trust; people 
know doctors and nurses will be 
there when they need them,” Mar-
garet observes. “Our population is 
gaining understanding that health-
care isn’t episodic, but can be pre-
ventative by doing things they need 
to do at the right time.” Margaret 
cites pre- and post-natal outcomes as 
one example, with 2000 annual visits 
in 2009 now at 6000 annually. Lab 
and X-ray processed 4500 specimens 
in 2009; recent figures are at 11,000. 
The leadership team knows that data 
is important to securing next genera-
tion investment in a transformative 
model that is generating measurable 
results. 

You overcome key obstacles. To 
address communications and trans-
portation challenges in a First Nation 
that is spread an hour in each direc-

tion, you move your services into the 
community by forming a partnership 
with Ronald McDonald House to 
fund the Care Mobile – a state-of-
the-art mobile health services pro-
vider offering services like commu-
nity health immunization clinics and 
mental health counseling. 

You transform the healthcare 
model. First Nations are under-ser-
viced in access to healthcare relative 
to the broader Canadian population.2 
Life expectancy lags the broader Ca-
nadian population by roughly five 
years. To make inroads, Siksika was 
the original First Nation in Alberta 
to implement an Alternate Relation-
ship Plan (ARP) for their doctors, a 
compensation model that pays doc-
tors a salary instead of fee-for-ser-
vice, which Dr. Lana Potts, a doctor 
at the facility, says is critical for care 
of the whole person. “We can spend 
two hours with a patient if required, 

which creates conditions for more 
successful long-term outcomes.”

“We have developed made-in-Siksika 
solutions that puts our healthcare fu-
ture under the control and direction 
of our Nation around our values, be-
liefs, and traditions,” Tyler says, not-
ing that the Health Canada health 
promotion and prevention mandate 
with respect to First Nations fund-
ing is not aggressive enough around 
primary care. Tyler cites home care 
as an example, where 5000 home 
care visits are provided annually and 
people are getting a lot better care, 
but Health Canada funds an 8 am to 
5 pm model. “Government can’t do 
it for us. We have created our own 
system here to take care of people 
that need to be taken care of after 
those hours,” says Cheryl Sorensen, 
Home Care Team Lead, noting that 
the gap generated by the need for a 
seven-day program that is not fully-

“I’m so proud of our LPNs here. I see them as ambassadors. 
Our nurses are respected and appreciated in our 

community for the services they provide.”
Tyler White, CEO, Siksika Health Services
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funded is filled by LPNs who come in 
every weekend, on their own time, in 
service of their community. 

While Toni, and Susan Maguire, 
LPN in Clinical Services, note that 
LPNs work to full scope of practice, 
Toni observes one limitation regard-
ing being unable to do home care as-

sessments since they fall under a fed-
eral rather than provincial regulatory 
environment. It’s a challenge Siksika 
is addressing. 

You implement a number of firsts. 
For example, Siksika has the only 
immunization information sharing 
agreement with the Government of 
Alberta via Net Care. Incorporating 
telehealth was another first for the 
Siksika Nation in Canada. 

You adopt a “whole person” 
mind, body and spirit worldview. 
The Siksika perspective is that you 
don’t just treat, you prevent. There’s 
the annual Mental Health Week 
in May. Tyler points to the wood 
frames of the sweat lodges located 
behind the building that are used 
by Nation members for ritual steam 
baths, prayer, and purification. Susan 
is the only nurse in Clinical Services, 
and works with doctors to assess and 
interact with around 40 people per 
day, from newborns to elderly. She 
speaks Blackfoot. “Some of our el-
ders feel more comfortable commu-
nicating in Blackfoot,” Susan says, 
as she describes a great day for her 
as “every day” because she is helping 

First Nations people. “It’s not just a 
job. We’re First Nations nurses and 
doctors…the first people our people 
get help from. It’s fulfilling that they 
can be helped here by their own com-
munity members.” 

Toni adds that there is a mix of tra-
ditional and technological in the 
provision of healthcare, and both 
are respected. “For me, an experi-
ence that has left a deep impression 
is an elderly woman who had can-
cer. She had tried herbal medicines 
and refused chemo, but was taking 
pain medications. She told me lots of 
stories. She wanted to share natural 
medicines with me - to teach me - but 
that chance didn’t happen.”

The mix of traditional and techno-
logical also applies to bedside man-
ner. Toni notes that there’s an art 
you learn to interacting with differ-
ent societies on the First Nation. She 
uses the example of a holy person, 
where visitors don’t ring a doorbell 
or knock. The door is unlocked and 
you are expected to enter quietly. 
It also takes a soft touch. “Elders 
would like you to sit down and visit. 
A ‘how was your morning?’ shows 

(From left)  Susan Maguire, LPN with Dr. Lana Potts: Toni Running Rabbit, LPN
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interest and respect, and makes their 
day,“ Toni adds.

You grow your own. Bow Valley 
College brought its LPN program to 
Siksika a few years ago. The result? 
Six LPNs who went through that 
program now work at the Siksika 
Health & Wellness Centre and reside 
locally, with another four working in 
medical facilities elsewhere. The Cen-
tre also has its first practicing Siksika 
doctor, Dr. Hewton Backfat, joining 
Dr. Potts as First Nations doctors 
among the nine doctor team. In addi-
tion, a Health Fair is held annually to 
showcase health services to the com-
munity and to nurture youth interest 
in pursuing a medical profession. 

Then there’s the United Nations…
Tyler tells the story about the federal 
government offering $1 million for a 
new health services building in 2004. 
Unhappy with that proposed invest-
ment, Siksika First Nation got itself 
on the delegate list at the United Na-
tions to undertake ‘mindshare’. A 
month later, the federal government 
arrived at a multi-million dollar in-
vestment, with the Siksika Nation in-
vesting its own additional resources 
in the new facility. 

In other words, you move all the 
pieces around to bring vision to life. 
You think like an entrepreneur about 
how to meet your objective. ‘No’ is 
not an option.

In the journey, you establish a 
guidepost for others to follow. 
Dr. Potts imagines a world where 
doctors are available on First Na-
tions, noting that today only 10 First 
Nations out of 634 in Canada have 
on-site services provided by a doc-
tor. The Siksika Health & Wellness 
Centre has nine doctors servicing a 
population of 8000. 

Siksika is eager to share its story, not 
just for other First Nations but by 
hosting visitors from Germany to Af-
rica, where common denominators 
like transportation, telehealth, facil-
ity infrastructure, and health services 
leadership thinking form ties that 
bind. “From governments to univer-
sities, we are educating people all the 
time about challenges and opportu-
nities,” Tyler notes. “It’s a big part of 
what we do so that we can accelerate 
change here and elsewhere.”

Siksika is not content, and views its 
progress as only the end of a begin-
ning. On a wall hangs an illustration 
of a Health Campus Vision, where 
outpatient services transition to in-
clude inpatient care, where non-Na-
tion members may come for services, 
where there’s a new and larger Elders 
Lodge, and where there has been cre-
ativity in considering a sustainable 

The highest reflection of society is the ability to serve, 
unconditionally, those who find themselves in places of need 

greater than they themselves can meet.

 • Professional Services - optical, 
 dental, and pharmacy.
 •  Clinical Services - primary care, including   
 diagnostic imaging and ultrasound, a lab,
 and specialized staff in diabetes and 
 rheumatology who provide service onsite   
 and in the community.
 •  Community Health - focuses on prevention,
 health promotion and protection including  
 communicable disease control and 
 immunization.
 •  Community Wellness - includes addiction   
 and mental health counseling and a Head   
 Start program for children.
 •  Home Care
 •  Elders Lodge - assisted living/long-term   
 care. 

funding model (e.g., the global medi-
cal tourism model). “We may not be 
here to see the end result but it’s im-
portant to have a framework in place 
for others to follow,” Tyler says. 

The highest reflection of society is 
the ability to serve, unconditionally, 
those who find themselves in places 
of need greater than they themselves 
can meet. This is the essence of 
healthcare, service to others, and the 
spirit of Canada itself – an Iroquoian 
word for ‘village’. It’s also the essence 
of the Siksika Health & Wellness 
Centre, where leading the way and 
taking charge of the future is driven 
by the belief that being healthy and 
well is the great enabler of a new ho-
rizon for First Nations people. n

1 The Nike N7 Fund is dedicated to creating early 
positive sport/physical activity experiences for 
North America’s indigenous peoples.
2 http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/89-645-x/ 
2010001/life-expectancy-esperance-vie-eng.htm.

SikSika HEaLtH SErviCES
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I’m not a LPN. But like many people 
I’ve been a patient. Two years ago, 
I had hernia surgery. Shortly after I 

changed into my hospital robe, some-
where beyond the curtains around my 
bed, I heard a patient having a panic 
attack about imminent surgery. It made 
me wonder if I was truly prepared to go 
under the knife.

A nurse soon visited my bedside to 
take my blood pressure. It was a little 
high, a rarity for me. The nurse calmly 
explained that slightly elevated blood 
pressure is “pretty normal” for pa-
tients awaiting surgery. I took a deep 
breath and heard the nurse’s words in 
my head: “pretty normal.” Those two 
simple words helped me a great deal. I 
felt like I was in good hands.

Two years later, I attended CLPNA’s 
2016 conference in Edmonton. The 
theme was “Evolving for a New To-
morrow”. The speakers covered topics 

ranging from the influence of celebrity 
culture on medical misinformation to 
LPNs having the courage to be their 
authentic selves in the workplace. 

For me, though, the real eye-opener 
was what happened between the pre-
sentations. I heard LPNs engaging in 
passionate discussions about what they 
do and how they want to grow. I lis-
tened to stories of LPNs who run drum 
circles and put on plays with mental 
health patients, often to great effect. 
And I was hearing idealistic statements 
like “the world is our oyster” or “I 
spoke with LPNs today who work with 
IVs or work in the O.R.… so things are 
changing.” 

“I’ve been an LPN since 2002. I’ve 
evolved immensely during that time,” 
said Kristina Maidment, an LPN who 
works in a dialysis unit in Calgary. 
“When I first started it was just about 
medical care, but now it’s so much 

In Good Hands
The CLPnA 2016 conference proved that LPns are indeed Evolving for a new Tomorrow 

By Mark Kozub

more. You can go into management, 
specialize in various areas, not only in 
government but the private sector as 
well. So many LPNs are starting their 
own businesses and doing a lot of in-
novative things.”

Emotions at Work

Lynette Thompson has been an LPN 
for 38 years. Currently, she works in 
CapitalCare Dickensfield in Edmonton, 
providing long-term care and some de-
mentia care. She told me she couldn’t 
imagine doing anything else.

Lynette was deeply moved by the 
conference’s session on LPNs having 
the courage to bring their whole 
emotional self to work. That session’s 
presenter, Dr. David Sheard, CEO and 
founder of Dementia Care Matters, 
spoke of the “masculinization” of the 
healthcare system, to the detriment of 
person-centred care.

>

LPNs celebrating at 2016 CLPNA AGM & Conference
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“Our responsibilities and the acuity 
of the people we take care of has gone 
way up. Because there’s more we have 
to do on the medical side, there’s less 
time to provide the emotional side for 
the patients,” says Lynette. “Sometimes 
you just have to take that time and sit 
at their bedside and cry with them.”

“The one thing I try to tell students 
when they come through is to remem-
ber that the person they’re taking care 
of is a person,” Lynette told me. “They 
always have a backstory. This person 
doesn’t just have MS. They were a 
beauty queen, or they were this or that. 
Look at their history.”

A New Hope

Michelle Woite perfectly embodies the 
theme of the conference: evolving for 
a new tomorrow. Born in Germany, 
her parents moved to Canada because 
they wanted her to have increased job 
opportunities. At age 19, Michelle is 
learning a second language and study-

ing to be an LPN at NorQuest College. 
Michelle is also the president of a new 
club at NorQuest, the Student Practical 
Nurses Society (SPNS). “We’re striving 
to get students involved in volunteering 
in the community and in college life,” 
she says. 

As a student – and future LPN – Mi-
chelle was deeply inspired by the con-
ference. Listening to a panel discussion 
on the topic of mental health care made 
her want to get involved. “I know peo-
ple who have mental illness. I’d like to 
see if we could volunteer with SPNS 
and make a difference.”

Another NorQuest student – Aidan 
Cochlin, age 20 – was equally inspired. 
“Being at the awards show at the con-
ference and hearing these long resumes, 
we were sitting there as students and 
saying, ‘Wow. We have some big shoes 
to fill!’”

When asked what kind of nurse they 
want to be when they start actively 

Programs to help nurses grow
Nurses are the heart and soul of our health care system,  
so we develop programs to keep them at the top of their game.  
Because when nurses rise, so does the quality of life for Albertans. 
Check out these programs:
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bowvalleycollege.ca/immunization

CPNRE test prep 
bowvalleycollege.ca/exam-prep

Leadership for Licensed Practical Nurses  
bowvalleycollege.ca/lpn-leadership

Knowledge. 
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working, Michelle said, “I want to be 
the nurse that everyone wants to work 
with. I’m a team player. I love working 
with people and I want people to love 
working with me too.” 

Aidan said, “I want to be the nurse 
that inspires my co-workers and my 
patients that when they see me, they’re 
going to have a good day.”

“I’m going away from this conference 
with hope,” said Kristina Maidment as 
the conference neared its close. Then 
she had to pause. “Now I’m going to 
get emotional,” she said, dabbing her 
eyes. “It’s the hope that the profession 
is evolving to a better and brighter fu-
ture, not only for me but for the young 
LPNs who are just coming into the 
workforce.”

Reflecting on my time with LPNs both 
emerging and experienced, I personally 
believe we are in good hands. n
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While not yet frail, I am elderly. 
While I am doing everything 
I can to avoid becoming 

somebody’s patient, my wife’s recent 
end-of-life struggle has made me think 
long and hard about what my needs 
will be, if and when I become frail.

For starters, those who will care for me 
then should know what I expect. While 
I still can, I must put those expectations 
on record. Their obligation is to follow 
my advance directive without second-
guessing what they think I really want 
when the time comes.

So when frail, what will I want and 
need for my well-being?

First, I want to be considered a person, 
not a patient, regardless of how much 
I then depend on a panoply of physi-
cians, nurses, personal support work-
ers, therapists and pharmacists. I want 
the values that are central to my being 
to be respected, then as now. I want 
to remain Duncan Sinclair, not the in-
continent, demented old guy in bed in 
Room 6. And, I want to retain my dig-
nity. The hospital gown may be garb 
convenient for my caregivers, but its 
propensity to expose my nether regions 
to hallway passersby is as far as it gets 
from dignified.

Second, I want to stay in my home and 
community. I want to die in my own 
bed, having taken loving leave of my 
family, friends and neighbours. Dying at 
home is a hassle for care providers, but 
much cheaper than institutional care, 
and yields immeasurably greater benefit 
to the dying person and the family.

Third, I want to avoid suffering. This 
is less about avoiding pain and dis-
comfort than it is about maintaining 
my status as a person with the right to 

make my own decisions, including de-
cisions about my very existence. Mod-
ern pharmacology has made available 
tools to alleviate pain and suffering – 
good palliative care – and to die with 
dignity at a time of my choosing. I want 
the choice.

And finally, when I become frail, de-
pendent and needing ongoing care, I 
want to avoid being a burden on my 
family and society: emotionally, physi-
cally, financially or in any other way. 
I also want respect today for my pro-
ductivity yesterday, as Atul Gawande’s 
grandfather’s contributions are cel-
ebrated in Being Mortal: Medicine and 
What Matters in the End.

My needs and wants, then, add up to 
a short list: respect for my continued 
dignity and personhood; staying in my 
home; no pain or suffering; and not be-
ing a burden to others.

Major changes to healthcare policies 
and practices are needed to meet those 
needs. Restore the primacy of caregiv-
ers (nurses, personal support workers 

and others). Scientific discoveries and 
technologies enable curing diseases and 
conditions, but cure-givers must share 
the front seat with caregivers if we are 
to meet the needs of frail elderly Ca-
nadians, whose ranks soon will include 
many more of us. Our elected repre-
sentatives must reinforce the primacy 
of individual decision-making. The 
Supreme Court of Canada’s decision 
on assisted death is a shining example. 
Politicians and health professionals 
alike must breach the walls of the si-
los of healthcare, especially to make 
possible shareable health and medical 
records. And they also must tackle the 
laws and practices that allow organized 
care providers to take hostage the frail 
elderly and others in disputes over pay.

There’s lots to do! n

Respecting the Needs and Wants 
of the Elderly and the Frail

By Duncan Sinclair

Duncan Sinclair is emeritus professor 
of physiology, and the former dean 
of the Faculty of Health Sciences at 
Queen’s University. This piece was 
originally printed in the Globe 
and Mail and is reprinted with the 
permission of the author.
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The wisdom of “a generation of LPNs governing 
LPNs” was on display at the 2016 CLPNA 
Annual General Meeting and Conference. 

Over 300 licensed practical nurses and affiliated 
health professionals joined the College of Licensed 
Practical Nurses of Alberta for this 3-day educational, 
motivational, and professional development forum. 
The April 27-29 event marked the 30th anniversary 
of LPN professional self-regulation, and was held for 
the first time at Delta Edmonton South Hotel, site of 
CLPNA’s recent Think Tanks. Attendees connected 
with speakers and CLPNA by social media as the 
event was live-blogged, and joined in with their own 
photos and comments. 

Launching the Conference was the open Annual 
General Meeting led by outgoing President Jo-Anne 

Macdonald-Watson and Chief Executive Officer Linda 
Stanger. Presentations were made from Council’s latest 
three-year Strategic Plan and 2015 Annual Report. 
There was a lunchtime surprise as CEO Linda Stanger’s 
10 years of service received a standing ovation after 
an emotional presentation by the President. Linda 
promised to cherish the LPN ring she was given. 

Popular dueling pianists Randall and Day returned 
to host and entertain during the Awards Dinner. By 
evening’s end, they and their pianos were covered 
in glamorous feather boas sold as a fundraiser by 
the Fredrickson-McGregor Education Foundation for 
LPNs. 

Both philosophical and practical, this year’s keynote 
speakers had something for everyone. On the 
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practice side, “Solving Medical Mysteries: The 
Nurse’s Role” with Dr. David Clarke, President of 
the Psychophysiological Disorders Association, had 
many intrigued. He relayed that 30% of all illness can 
be related to psycho-social stress symptoms, and 
how nursing assessment is key to proper diagnosis. 
“How can LPNs improve mental health assessment 
skills?” asked Ed Mantler, VP of the Mental Health 
Commission of Canada. The answer? Practice Mental 
Health First Aid. Then attendees discovered whether 
actress Gwyneth Paltrow is ‘wrong about everything’ 
in “Are Celebrities Messing With Our Health?” with 
Timothy Caulfield, Canada Research Chair in Health 
Law and Policy. “Leveraging digital tools to transform 
health and healthcare” was shared by Robert Fraser. 
Stephen Lewis gave a critical, futuristic look at the 
current “Evolution or Revolution” in healthcare. Over 

a dozen additional abstracts were shared during the 
Happy Hour Café Presentations.

David Sheard, a popular repeat speaker and Founder 
of Dementia Care Matters, brought the room to tears 
with both his professional and personal experiences 
on the importance of emotions in nursing. Career 
inspiration was provided by three decades of LPNs 
sharing their experiences. Capping the event was 
an emotional speech by Teresa Bateman, Director of 
Practice and Communications.
 

We hope we’ll see you all 
in Spring 2017!
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Passion for their clients’ health and their colleagues’ education defines this year’s Awards of excellence winners. 
The winners and the nominees were celebrated April 28 during the Awards Dinner at the ClPNA’s 2016 AGm & 
Conference. lPN winners received a $1000 cash award. 

Rita McGReGoR excellence 
in nuRsinG education awaRd
Honouring an lPN nursing educator or a designated preceptor in a clinical setting who 
consistently demonstrates excellence in providing education in the workplace. 

Winner: Manpreet Chahal, LPN
From large projects to the needs of individual clients, manpreet Chahal’s passion  
for educating staff at Park Place Hardisty Care Centre in edmonton is evident. 

The centre has experienced many changes recently which have increased the   
complexity of care. manpreet ensured the staff was provided clarity on the changes 
and how they affect each department. This included inviting specialists to provide 
key information: a behaviour specialist, a transition unit workshop, and education    
on oATs information, capacity assessment, accreditation, and CPR. 

All health professionals at Hardisty benefit from manpreet’s multi-disciplinary team 
approach to providing the best quality care for our residents. An example is her 
workshop on the possible side effects of reducing antipsychotics in long-term care. 
Another is her hand washing workshop for seniors. 

sometimes, education is required to benefit a single client. The first time they admit-
ted a resident with Als, manpreet was quick to bring in a qualified professional to 
speak to each department on how to best care for that client’s particular needs.
  
manpreet is very innovative in her presentations and consistently seeks improve-
ment in her style, topics, and areas of interest and importance. she developed an 
education Fair consisting of a dozen creative information boards with a correspond-
ing questionnaire booklet. To accommodate shift workers, manpreet placed them 
in an easily accessible location for a week. The questionnaire even accommodated 
different learning styles. 

one of the strongest values that manpreet exhibits is her belief that knowledge and 
understanding create a successful sense of unity among different disciplines. There 
are a variety of challenges in any long-term care facility. manpreet’s open door 
policy comfortably allows co-workers from all departments to discuss issues. she is 
a dedicated, passionate and positive individual who deserves every recognition.

NoMiNees:
Karen Taylor
Pardeep Gill
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Pat FRedRickson excellence 
in leadeRshiP awaRd
Honouring lPNs who consistently demonstrate excellence in leadership, advocacy, 
communication and a passion for the profession.

Winner: stefanie Nicol, LPN 
stefanie Nicol’s role at the Taber Clinic in Taber has grown significantly over the 
last decade. she’s become a gastrointestinal nurse specialist, a researcher, an 
educator, and a philanthropist, positively impacting clients and colleagues on 
the way. 

As lead Clinical Coordinator, she helped develop the Taber Colon Cancer 
screening Program from the ground up. stefanie reviews the pathology with the 
endoscopist and educates each patient on the findings, follow-up and continued 
care. This revolutionized the program’s effectiveness and saved many lives. over 
time, she became a consultant to other rural sites seeking to establish a colon 
cancer screening program. 

Her independent pursuit of Gi-specific education put her in touch with researchers. 
she worked as a research assistant in the APC-endo study (2011) and the 
AFPee study (2015) evaluating quality measures in rural endoscopy in Alberta. 
she has also been a key coordinator and research assistant for the ongoing 
Taber Colon Cancer screening study. The colon cancer screening rates during 
her tenure increased from around 25% to about 76%, and the incidence of colon 
cancer declined from 15 patients per year down to three.

stefanie’s love of knowledge transformed into educating others. she joined the 
Canadian society of Gastrointestinal Nurses and Associates (CsGNA), and went 
on to form a southern Alberta Chapter. in 2012, she was awarded the CsGNA 
Annual RPN/lPN/Technician Award for excellence. Her chapter received Chapter 
of the Year for excellence in providing education. in 2013, stefanie was invited to 
sit on the board for the new Alberta society of endoscopic Practice (AseP). AseP 
was formed to educate and improve gastrointestinal endoscopy in rural Alberta 
sites. 

in addition to these professional pursuits, stefanie has a passion for global 
humanitarian aid. stefanie helped establish the TANGo (Taber Assisting Nations 
through Global outreach) Foundation. The most recent trip took 64 volunteers 
to Peru to perform cataract and general surgery, general medical, dental and 
optometric care, construction at a local orphanage, and educational efforts with a 
local school. As Board secretary, she facilitates fundraising events, helps organize 
each trip, and participates as a nurse on most of the humanitarian missions.

stefanie is a tremendous asset to her community and the province of Alberta. she 
is a superb example of what a licensed practical nurse can do with impassioned 
love and care for her patients, colleagues and those in need around the world.

NoMiNees:
Paula Barber

Kayla Benedetto
eryn Winfield
Kylie Trombley
Gurleen Gill

Bethany searson
Tasha stainbrook
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By Verdeen Bueckert, BScN, MCL

lauRa cRawFoRd excellence 
in nuRsinG PRactice awaRd
Honouring lPNs who display exemplary nursing knowledge, promote an atmosphere 
of teamwork, mentor team members, and show pride in the profession. 

Winner: Jaclyn (Nikki) Maucieri, LPN
Nikki maucieri’s technical skills span the range expected of the most experienced 
nurses and well beyond. in her ten years at Total skincare Centre in Calgary, 
she has been involved in every aspect of management, from medical care to 
administration, as a surgical assist in an accredited non-hospital surgical facility, 
and working independently in cosmetic practice. Nikki’s knowledge and skills as 
an lPN show mastery of essential and advanced areas including medical and 
cosmetic consultations, health assessment, central reprocessing sterilization unit 
management, and team coaching. 

Nikki demonstrates exemplary nursing skills while caring for patients with 
advanced skin cancer. Her critical thinking is evident in her ability to analyze 
the changing dynamics found in each surgical procedure as she initiates local 
anesthesia and assists in surgery, including extensive facial reconstruction. With 
a ‘can-do’ attitude, her positive advocacy is a great comfort to her clients as she 
ensures their health needs and concerns are expressed to the medical staff inside 
and outside her facility. she spends a great deal of time in patient education to 
empower them to make quality healthcare choices. 

Nikki’s skills and knowledge have allowed her be a lead contributor to the 
efficient operation of a medical practice, as well as educationally supporting staff 
and clients. internally, she’s created operational and team member policy and 
procedures manuals, and an appointment super-schedule. As Pod leader, Nikki is 
the primary coordinator of learning and training for all team members. she leads 
huddles, group hiring interviews, and facilitates educational modules to family 
medicine residents. in response to a sudden heart attack in the facility’s waiting 
room, she led changes to emergency procedures protocol. she’s made websites 
to educate medical professionals on how to take appropriate photographs of 
patients undergoing procedures for facial surgery; an online sunscreen education 
program for our skin cancer patients; and assisted on a website about diagnosing 
malignant melanoma. 

she has even contributed to four research projects (two published) through her 
genuine passion to continuous learning. 

Nikki is a rare and special nurse who sets a very high standard for her profession. 

NoMiNees:
Phyllis Bigelow
maria Banasiak

Kimberly Humbke
Beverly Andrus
Jennifer marion

susan Jones
Jesamine Navalta

Ashni Narayan
Thea Dahl
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inteRPRoFessional 
develoPMent awaRd
Recognizing non-lPN healthcare leaders who are instrumental in building quality 
practice environments. 

Winner: Colleen Kasa, RN 
Colleen Kasa is noted for being inspirational, collaborative, and very dedicated 
to her work as a nurse, educator, mentor and supporter to the entire healthcare 
team. As a Clinical educator at the misericordia Community Hospital in edmonton, 
Colleen provides education to physicians, occupational therapists, respiratory 
therapists, social workers, and the nursing team of lPNs, RNs, and Health 
Care Aides. she frequently goes above and beyond to ensure access to these 
opportunities.

Her co-workers say, “every day, Colleen encourages, teaches and inspires us all 
to be better nurses and gives us the ability to work well in our multidisciplinary 
forum…developing a safe and quality work environment.” 

Her work demonstrates leadership, fosters a collaborative practice environment, 
promotes professional growth and development, and creates high functioning 
multidisciplinary teams, all while advocating for the entire team’s scope of practice. 
she ensures that all lPNs are valued as part of the team that provides exceptional 
care for patients.

Colleen is also an active member in the community for over 40 years. she’s taught 
first aid courses, organized a nutrition program, taught children with special needs 
and children for whom english is a second language.

Colleen exemplifies the person that this award describes.

david kinG educational BuRsaRy
Recipients: Ann Noseworthy, LPN & Vanessa Corbett, LPN

NoMiNees:
Brody Williams, Recreational Therapist

mike Allen, RN
Dennis Feria, RN

marlon Cruz, Corporate educator 
Dr. Rozemin Devraj-Kizuk

Norma schock, RN

Congratulations to all nominees & recipients!
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For some time before I found my 
physical therapy calling twenty 
years ago, I worked in the United 

Kingdom as a Nursing Aide and Nurs-
ing Assistant. 

We were tasked with trying to provide 
the best quality care for our clients in 
the most efficient way possible. I re-
member rushing through my day trying 
to help my patients – many who were 
in wheelchairs or Geri chairs, some 
who fell often or were at risk to, some 
who had dementia and were confused 
or upset. 

I also remember following some poor 
practices in order to get my job done:  
heaving patients in and out of bed 
without assistance, twisting and turn-
ing in awkward spaces, all with very 
little physical activity outside of work.

Fortunately, I made it out of nursing 
without a back injury or any other se-
rious condition. But I was lucky given 
the risks I took.
 
Anyone who has suffered a back injury 
knows how painful, and limiting it can 
be. Whether it is short-term (acute) 
or long-term (chronic), it is crucial to 
maintain safe, thoughtful practices and 
remain strong and active. 

Here are some tips to establish a strong 
foundation for safe lifting and trans-
fers, and overall physical wellness: 

SET THE STAGE

1. Think it through
 Assess the situation. Are you mov- 
 ing a person from the bed to a   
 chair? Are you lifting supplies off  
 the floor? What do you need to do  
 to prepare? 

2. Plan with a partner 
 Whenever you can get help, take
 advantage of it. Make sure you
 communicate what you are about
 to do for the safety of the client
 and yourself.

3.  Get close
 Scoot the patient or object close –  
 the closer the person is, the less   
 chance there is to bend forward  
 and strain your muscles.

4.  Slow down 
 Clients are sometimes in distress,  
 or you are under pressure. If noth- 
 ing else, remember this: a rash 
 decision can cause a painful result.

ANATOMy OF A SAFE LIFT

1.  Think in straight lines – maintain  
 good posture
 Always avoid bending or twisting
 at the waist to reach forward.    
 Keep your back straight and your  
 neck in line with your shoulders.  
 Keep your shoulders back.

2.  Tighten
 Many experts agree tightening
 your core muscles, buttocks and
 thigh muscles is key.  Like a
 weightlifter performing a squat-lift,
 this practice provides a strong
 foundation and power for your
 transfer. Lift with these muscles
 and use your legs. Do not rely on
 your upper back and shoulders.

3.  Widen your stance
 Planting your feet at least hip width  
 apart helps maintain your balance  
 and works against the weight of the  
 load. If possible, incorporate a   
 slight stagger stance to decrease  
 stress to the lower back.

STRENGTHEN & SUPPORT

1.  Develop and maintain an active  
 lifestyle
 The more you move, the stronger  
 and more agile you become. 
 Develop healthy physical activity 
 habits: walk, run, swim or play   
 sports. 

2.  Incorporate strength
 Incorporate core strength exercises  
 into your daily routine like abdom- 
 inal crunches, planks and Pilates.

3.  Work on your posture
 Be mindful of your posture, 
 especially when you are sitting. 
 Remember to sit on your sitting  
 bones, not your tailbone.

4.  Stretch
 Try to take 1-2 minutes, 2 to 3   
 times a day  to stretch your neck  
 and back. Concentrate on main- 
 taining flexibility throughout your  
 trunk, hips and hamstrings. 

If you can apply these principles and 
be physically active, you are making an 
investment in your health. Developing 
a base of support for yourself so you 
can physically do all that nursing de-
mands is a critical step in the process.

For more information, the Alberta 
Physiotherapy Association (www.
physiotherapyalberta.ca) lists some 
great resources including those at 
www.backactive.ca. n

Build a Strong Foundation
Refresh your Back Injury Prevention habits this Summer

 By Jason A. Shepherd, BScPT

Jason Shepherd is a physical 
therapist practicing in western 
Canada. He is an Injury Prevention 
Consultant for his company JSPTI 
(www.jspti.com), which tackles injury 
in the workplace. He is no stranger 
to aches and pains.
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This tip sheet was written for health professionals 
who are involved with sharing news with patients 
and families. News can be any information that 

is unexpected. It can range from disclosing diagnosis of a 
disability or a life-threatening illness to other seemingly simple 
news like sharing lab results or a change of course in treatment. 

Sharing the news is a neutral term 
that is often called the more val-
ue-laden term ‘breaking the bad 
news.’ As the mom of a child with 
a disability, I prefer value-neutral 
terms. Labeling a disability as 
‘bad’ from the time of diagnosis 
reflects more on the health pro-
fessional’s own values about how 
they view disability or disease. 
This provider-centric approach 
can put patients and families on 
a path of weakness instead of a 
path of strength and hope. 

While it is often physicians who 
disclose diagnosis, nurses are of-
ten called upon to share other 
news and very importantly, sup-
port patients and families after 
news has been shared. While you can’t control the way that 
a diagnosis is disclosed, you can have a positive affect on 
patients and families before and after.

My own story of learning about my son’s disability did not 
begin well. His physician blurted out the news at the end of 
an appointment and left me alone holding my two-week-old 
baby boy. I can remember everything about that time – what 
the room smelled like, what shoes the doctor was wearing, 
and his obvious discomfort with the task at hand. He left 
the room quickly, leaving me to call my husband to tell him 
the news myself, and to ask him to rush to the hospital so 
we could take our beloved baby son for the necessary lab 
work together. 

I sat in that clinic room alone a long time looking down at 
my sleeping baby, my eyes choked with tears. One of the 
clinic nurses gently knocked on the door and poked her head 
in. “Are you ok?” she said, to which I simply nodded. Then 
she closed the door again and she was gone. 

How I wish a number of things about that appointment were 
different: what if the clinic had arranged for both my hus-
band and me to be at the appointment together so it wasn’t 
up to me to tell my husband the news? What if the doctor 

had engaged one of his team members to support him in an 
obviously difficult time? What if he scheduled extra time for 
this important task? Even if he had to rush off, what if he 
had asked a nurse to come into the room afterwards, and 
offer to sit with me until my husband arrived? Maybe she 
could have not worried about saying the wrong thing and let 

me take the lead on talking, or we 
could have sat together in silence.

These simple kindnesses would 
have made a big difference. Think 
back – have you ever had news 
shared with you? Perhaps it was a 
cancer diagnosis for a loved one or 
an unexpected biopsy result. You 
never forget that entire experience 
– and that includes the words spo-
ken by the actual person disclos-
ing the news and the people in-
volved afterwards. It matters how 
patients and families are prepared 
for the news and then how they 
are supported afterwards. Nurses 
can have a profound effect on this 
experience, even if you are not ut-
tering the actual words. 

Please don’t be afraid to go into that room or to offer to ac-
company the person sharing the news. I realize now that this 
is one of the most difficult tasks that health professionals can 
do, and sadly, medical schools don’t train physicians how to 
do it well - physicians in training only learn by watching 
their mentors. 

If you know there’s a mom in that room, grieving deeply 
because the baby she expected was not the baby she got, or 
an older lady reeling from biopsy results, consider taking a 
deep breath, knocking on the door and offering to sit by her 
side. (Make sure you take care of yourself afterwards, for 
this can be hard for you too). Even a small demonstration 
of compassion will be forever remembered as patients and 
families begin on their new journey. n

This information sheet was written by Sue Robins and designed 
by Karen Copeland. They are both mothers of children with 
differences. The sheet contains their reflections on what they 
wished health professionals would have known before sharing 
news with patients and families.

Sharing 
the 

news
by Sue Robins
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technology

Figure 1 – Medical Cases for Healthcare 
Professionals / Free / iOS & android 

On this free app, healthcare professionals share 
medical cases with the goal of helping each 
other save lives. There are thousands of real-
world teaching cases posted by physicians and 
nurses in hundreds of specialities. It come with 
built-in patient privacy tools, and even in cases 
where a facility doesn’t allow posting of patient 
photographs, Figure 1 can still be a useful learn-
ing tool to connect you to a global community 
focused on education and collaboration.

Epocrates rX – references and tools for 
healthcare providers / Free / iOS & android

With over 2,800 branded and generic drug 
monographs and formulary information, this 
free app includes adult and peds dosing, inter-
actions, adverse reactions, contraindications, 
off-label indications, and mechanism of action. 
It promises to offer current safety, diagnostic 
and treatment information, and save time.

Perfect OB Wheel (by Evan Schoenberg) 
- Gestational Calculator/ $2.79 / iOS

Billed as more than just a replacement for your 
trusty paper wheel, this app claims to be simple, 
fast and more thorough than any other preg-
nancy wheel available. With flexibility in input, 
plus thorough and accurate results, it includes 
details like conception date, gestational age, 
and expected fetal weight and length.

apps for today’s Nurses 
Let technology improve your practice! Here are some of the healthcare apps that 

are making today’s nursing information easier to access and use on the job.
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The right fit.

The Personal refers to The Personal Insurance Company. 

Certain conditions, limitations and exclusions may apply. Auto Insurance is not available 
in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and British Columbia due to government-run plans. 

*No purchase necessary. Contest ends on December 31, 2016. The draw will take place 
on January 16, 2017.There is one (1) prize to be won: the winner may select an amount 
of $30,000 (CAN) awarded in the form of gift vouchers to a home renovation or building 
supplier, exchangeable for eco-friendly products or eco-friendly renovations; or a cheque 
for $30,000 (CAN). The winner will be responsible for selecting suppliers — upon approval 
by The Personal — and coordinating all work. Chances of winning depends upon the 
number of quotes received and the number of policies in force with The Personal on 
December 31, 2016. The winner must correctly answer a skill-testing question to receive 
the prize. Full contest rules and details available at thepersonal.com/mywinningquote.

Home is where 
the heart is.

Trust  
The Personal 
 to protect it.

Protect what matters to you most with “All-Risk” home insurance 
from The Personal – and enjoy additional discounts and savings on 

top of your exclusive group rates.

Learn more at  
thepersonal.com/mywinningquote

GET A HOME OR AUTO  
INSURANCE QUOTE TO WIN

FOR AN ECO-FRIENDLY  
HOME RENOVATION*

$30,000

PROTECT YOUR HOME – AND 
THE ENVIRONMENT TOO!  

The Personal 
Keeping you protected  for 
over 40 years with home 

and auto insurance.

 Get your exclusive group rates!

1-888-476-8737
thepersonal.com/clpna

Get your exclusive group rates!

For every insurance quote completed by a CLPNA member, The Personal donates 
$5 to the Fredrickson-McGregor Education Foundation for LPNs. Thanks to this 

initiative, close to $20,000 has been donated to this foundation.

1609998_G0400_1_AD_PRO-CON_OAW_7x9,625_EN.indd   1 08/Apr/2016   10:15 AM



Connecting LPNs to other health 
professionals with your interests in mind.

resources

>>COnnECTIOnS >>LEARnIng LInkS

Study with CLPNA
www.studywithclpna.com 

ACHIEVE Training Centre 
www.achievecentre.com

Advancing Practice
www.advancingpractice.com
 
Canadian Blended Learning Courses for LPNs
www.jcollinsconsulting.com

Canadian Diabetes Educator Certification Board
www.cdecb.ca

Canadian Virtual Hospice
www.virtualhospice.ca

Critical Trauma Resource Institute (CTRI) 
www.ctrinstitute.com

de Souza Institute 
www.desouzainstitute.com

John Dossetor Health Ethics Centre
www.ualberta.ca/bioethics

Learning LPN
www.learninglpn.ca

Learning Nurse 
learningnurse.org
 
Reach Training
www.reachtraining.ca 

Registered Practical Nurses Association 
of Ontario 
www.rpnao.org/practice-education/
e-learning

Alberta Gerontological Nurses 
Association
www.agna.ca

Alberta Hospice Palliative Care 
Association 
www.ahpca.ca

Alberta Operating Room Team 
Association – LPN
www.clpna.com/members/
aorta-affiliate

Canadian Association of Neonatal 
Nurses
www.neonatalcann.ca

Canadian Association of Schools 
of Nursing 
www.casn.ca

Canadian Association of 
Wound Care 
www.cawc.net

Canadian Orthopaedic Nurses 
Association
www.cona-nurse.org

Canadian Hospice Palliative Care 
Nurses Group
www.chpca.net

Community Health Nurses of Alberta
www.chnalberta.ca

Creative Aging Calgary Society
www.creativeagingcalgary.com

Emergency Nurses’ Interest Group 
of Alberta 
www.nena.ca
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ClPNA launched our new mentorship Program at our 
2016 AGm and Conference this April. The program was 
met with great interest, and is an extension of our Career 
Directions program that began in 2015. The mentorship 
Program offers an easy-to-use process where mentors 
and mentees apply, create a profile and then search the 
database for mentors/mentees that will support them in 
achieving their career goals! We would like to grow our 
mentorship Program and we invite all lPNs licensed in 
Alberta to consider being a mentee or a mentor!

As you advance your career as an lPN, you may be faced 
with new challenges, expanding roles, responsibilities and 
enrichment opportunities. setting realistic and strategic 
goals ensures you have a career by design and not by drift. 
literature suggests mentorship is a powerful way to help 
individuals realize career goals, provide encouragement, 
and develop professionally and personally.

We are constantly growing our mentorship Program 
and we wanted to take this opportunity to invite you to 
participate! mentees are advised to complete the Career 
Directions program to establish a career vision and goals 
prior to pursuing a mentor. visit www.clpna.com, “i am a 
member”, “Career infusion Portal”, “Career Directions”. 
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NAVIGATE yOUR CAREER COURSE

Join the Mentorship Program 
in three easy steps:

 1.  Go to ClPNA’s website.

 2.  From there, navigate to the mentorship  
 Program homepage by clicking “member”   
 “Career infusion Portal”, “mentorship   
 Program”, and then select the “Apply to be 
 a mentor” or “Apply to be a mentee” button. 

 3.  Fill in the information requested for the  
 application and ClPNA will notify you when  
 you are approved to create a mentorship  
 Profile.

We encourage our lPN colleagues to engage 
other lPNs by sharing this fantastic opportunity.

Please email profdev@clpna.com with any 
questions and let us know how we can help.

“Mentoring is a brain to pick, 
an ear to listen, and a push in 

the right direction.”

                                      - John Crosby
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ClPNA’s mentorship Program was launched at the 
2016 AGm and Conference. 

What is Mentorship? 
by mary Wheeler, RN, med, PCC

Mentorship is a longer term relationship in which someone with 
more experience and wisdom - the mentor - supports and 
encourages another - the mentee - as that individual grows 

and develops professionally and personally. The focus in mentoring 
is on the mentee’s overall development, and it is usually open-ended 
in time. This relationship is not about a problem that needs fixing, 
but about growing and developing with confidence; it is a means of 
fulfilling personal and professional potential. A mentoring relationship 
is most often and best viewed as a relationship in which the focus 
is mainly on role modelling and guidance rather than on supervision 
and instruction. it is a relationship that is chosen, not assigned. it 
conveys a mutual respect, a common interest, and a desire to grow 
professionally. 

While the primary purpose of the relationship is increased role 
effectiveness on the part of the mentee, a true mentor-mentee 
relationship should mutually benefit each party. As mentors share 
their expertise and wisdom, they also have opportunities to learn 
from their mentee. Access to new knowledge, different perspectives, 
and newer generational issues are among some of the ‘bonuses’ 
for the mentor. The mentor’s characteristics and behaviours can 
influence the quality and outcomes of the mentoring relationship. 
mentoring includes such behaviours as teaching, sponsoring, 
encouraging, counselling, and befriending. The effectiveness 
of a mentoring relationship is also influenced by the mentee’s 
characteristics and attitude. individuals who demonstrate a high 
level of motivation for achievement, who are proactive in seeking 
challenges, willing to take risks, open-minded to different points of 
view, reflective thinkers, self-disciplined, and enthusiastic, and who 
communicate openly and respectfully are more likely to experience 
success in achieving the goals of a mentoring relationship.

What is most important is that the relationship between the mentor 
and the mentee be an honest and open one in which the mentee 
feels comfortable sharing dreams and concerns, and the mentor is 
genuine in the desire to help and guide. mentorship is a valuable 
strategy that can be used to help nurses grow, develop, and be 
productive and happy in their chosen career.

Adapted from A Guide to Coaching and Mentorship in Nursing by 
Gail Donner and Mary Wheeler.
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Advancing Our Strengths: 

2015 Annual Report released 
“With our many collaborative and meaningful connections, CLPnA is… committed 
to exploring ways in which our profession will continue to define ‘the leading 
edge’ and provide value within Alberta’s evolving healthcare system.” 
- Message from the Executive Director

Highlights of ClPNA’s achievements toward regulatory excellence and 
Council’s vision can be discovered in the 2015 Annual Report. The 32-
page document details how ClPNA ensures the public receives safe, 

competent and ethical care from licensed practical nurses, and pursues a 
transformed profession and a quality health system. 

Executive Summary
•  Reports from new departments for Research and Professional
   Development
•  Activities of provincial and national partnerships
•  Timeline on proposed regulatory amendments
•  8% growth to nearly 14,000 licensed Practical Nurses in Alberta
•  Release of Competency Profile for lPNs, 3rd ed (2015)
•  Release of new standards for Basic Program Approval for Practical Nurse education
•  Financial summary

The report was presented by Council to members, employers and stakeholders at the Annual General meeting on 
April 27 in edmonton. The document is available at www.clpna.com under “legislation, Practice & Policy”.

Ambitious 3-year goals 
outlined in Strategic Plan
“Success takes commitment and prudent leadership,” affirms CLPnA President Jo-Anne Macdonald-Watson.  

These attributes are on display in the strategic Plan for 2016-2019. The strategic 
Plan builds on ClPNA’s mandate, vision, and mission, which in turn are defined by 
Alberta’s Health Professions Act, lPN Profession Regulation, and ClPNA’s Bylaws. 

The blueprint of its five broad goals is established by Council. How to achieve those 
goals is determined by Chief executive officer linda stanger. 

goals
1.  Education and Competence: ensure licensed Practical Nurses meet the changing 
 needs of the population.
2.  Research and Innovation: Demonstrate commitment to excellence in registration and 
 conduct processes.
3.  Strategic and Future Planning: Participate in research, innovation, and new initiatives that 
 contribute to the health system and the licensed Practical Nurses profession.
4.  Engagement and Empowerment: empower licensed Practical Nurses of the future.
5.  Communication and Marketing: enhance communication with licensed Practical Nurses 
 and key stakeholders.

This document is available at www.clpna.com under “legislation, Practice & Policy”, under the “ClPNA Publications” section.

2016 - 2019

 Advancing      Our Strengths                    2015 ANNUAL REPORT
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CBC, global, radio ads show LPns in action

The ClPNA is boosting public knowledge of the licensed practical nurse profession through a spring/
summer publicity campaign. The campaign will reach millions through CBC Television, Global Tv and 
popular local radio.

 
CBC Television’s day-in-the-life show, Keeping Canada Alive, attracts many healthcare-interested viewers who 
will see ClPNA’s ads featuring lPNs working in emergency departments, operating rooms, and seniors’ care. 
The ads will also be shown during Alberta’s late Night News and The National from June 13-July 25. 

Television ads on Global edmonton & Global Calgary were broadcast over 300 times throughout Alberta 
from may 9-June 12. some national and cable network spots were included. 

From may 9-15, National Nursing Week radio ads celebrated the entire nursing team from the lPNs of 
Alberta. They were widely broadcast in edmonton on CisN Country, 630 CHeD, 91.7 The Bounce, and in 
Calgary on Country 105, Kiss 95.9, and News Talk 770. 

All broadcast television and radio ads can be heard on ClPNA’s website by searching “television” or “radio”. 

Fort McMurray-area 
fire sparks donations

The College of licensed Practical Nurses of Alberta was 
tremendously concerned by the devastating fire and 
mandatory evacuation in Fort mcmurray and region that 

directly impacted 90,000 Albertans, including more than     
120 licensed practical nurses.

To support those affected, ClPNA donated $5000 to 
the Alberta Red Cross for their humanitarian efforts and 
encouraged lPNs to give. Additionally, ClPNA is making 
allowances wherever needed for those members directly 
impacted. A special thanks to all lPNs participating in 
related charitable efforts. 

Council Election 
results soon

Results from the June election for ClPNA 
Council District Representatives will 
be announced in late July. The new 

representatives for south, south Central and 
North Central Districts will begin their term 
on August 1. 

if two or more nominees are received for a 
District, an election by emailed ballot is held. 
if a District receives a single nomination, 
the nominee becomes a Council member 
by acclamation. Results are published on 
www.clpna.com. 

Council meets quarterly to plan and evaluate 
ClPNA’s strategic Plan, policies and 
finances to achieve regulatory excellence. 
successful Council members are team-
oriented servant-leaders focused on the 
future of the lPN profession. 
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ever wonder if there is a better nursing 
practice? Not sure how to handle a practice 
issue? What about all that healthcare advice 

on the internet? 

Dr. leah Philips, Director of Research at ClPNA, 
and melanie Neumeier, Assistant Professor at 
macewan university presented a three-part 
webinar series that is now available on video. 
“Battling Dr. Google and Nurse Jackie: evidence 
Based Practice” examines: 

 1:  Information Literacy: make Your Nursing  
 Practice Better and easier 

 2:  The Map to Evidence: How to Access and  
 evaluate evidence effectively and efficiently 

 3:  Asking and Answering Clinical Questions:  
 PiCo That! (To know what this means, watch  
 the videos!)

The chatty, informal series answers key questions 
such as: What constitutes evidence-based 
practice? How do i determine the nature and 
extent of information i need? How can i access 
evidence effectively and efficiently? How do i 
evaluate the quality of evidence?

it’s hoped that this professional development 
opportunity will enhance lPNs’ information literacy 
skills and confidence in using evidence in practice.

Videos can be found on www.clpna.com 
or on CLPNA’s YouTube Channel, 

www.youtube.com/clpna.

COnTInUIng COMPETEnCE
An LPn Responsibility 

With approximately 1,200 new licensed practical nurses 
entering the profession in Alberta each year, it is 
necessary to remind membership of the importance of 

participating in the Continuing Competency Program (CCP). 
Administering the program is a significant role of ClPNA in 
achieving its mandate to protect the public. 

As professional nurses, it is necessary to keep current 
with the knowledge and competence required for today’s 
practice environments. life-long learning is essential to stay 
in touch with best practices in healthcare, ensure continued 
competence and allow for personal and professional growth. 
As per the Health Professions Act, participation in the 
program is mandatory. lPNs are expected to assess, maintain, 
and/or enhance competence on an ongoing basis. Annual 
participation in the CCP demonstrates commitment by nurses 
to maintain and/or improve knowledge and skill.  

Participation in CCP is an essential requirement for 
registration renewal and is based on a 5-step model that is 
similar to the nursing process. The program allows lPNs the 
ability to design individual learning Plans that are specific to 
their needs. it is based on the philosophy that lPNs, through 
self-reflection and assessment, are committed to maintaining 
competence and lifelong learning. To effectively understand 
the program, it is recommended that lPNs access 
information about the program on ClPNA’s website at 
www.clpna.com/members/continuing-competency-program/.

Use the Online Record of 
Learning Tool - it is highly 
recommended lPNs regularly 
review their learning Plan to 
ensure learning objectives 
can be met. Keeping track of 
learning activities is necessary 
in the event lPNs are chosen 
to participate in the CCP 
validation process. information  
about the validation process is 
found at www.clpna.com, 
“i am a member”, “Continuing 
Competency Program 
validation”.

Evidence Based Practice Education Series

Continuing Competency Program

LEARNING PLAN TOOL
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in the fast-paced, multidisciplinary landscape of 
healthcare today, the importance of effective in-
terpersonal communication is essential. licensed 

practical nurses play an integral role as members of 
the healthcare team and have an opportunity to be 
a leader in addressing the “elephant” and effectively 
managing difficult conversations. 

emotions are not a bad thing; they can be used to 
guide us to achieve a goal and enhance interpersonal 
communication. using emotional intelligence can have 
a positive effect on nursing practice and patient care 
outcomes. stephen Covey, the author of The 7 Hab-
its of Highly effective People (1989), explains, “When 
you show deep empathy towards others, their defen-
sive energy goes down, and positive energy replaces 
it. That’s when you can get more creative in solving 
problems.” When you take the time to understand the 
perspective of others, they are more open to engaging 
in meaningful conversations and collaboration.

SPOTTIng ThE ELEPhAnT:
• it’s the important and obvious topic everyone is aware  
 of, but is uncomfortable to discuss.
• most “elephants” are born and grow out of good 
 intentions and in knowing only half the story!
• it elicits strong emotional reactions, motives and 
 enhances levels of trust.
• it’s characterized by phrases, behaviours and situations  
 that signal its presence.
• it’s evident in a noticeable disconnect between words  
 and actions. This is where you will find the “elephant”.

ADDRESSIng ThE ELEPhAnT… OR nOT:
• Workplace elephants thrive for various reasons: 
 preserving illusions, unrealistic expectations, mistaken  
 assumptions, misunderstandings, misperceptions, and 
 a deep fear that facing the issue will create more  
 problems.

• Freeing the elephant, while not always a comfortable  
 process, can foster healing of relationships.
• Respectfully addressing the issue promotes growth,  
 improves working relationships, supports organizational  
 change and increased accountability.
• is the ‘elephant’ off limits? Reframe, Reflect and 
 Rephrase.
• establish clear boundaries and engage in respectful 
 effective communication or make the decision to walk  
 away.

WhAT IS EMOTIOnAL InTELLIgEnCE (EI)?
emotional intelligence involves recognizing, accepting and 
understanding what emotions (both positive and negative) 
that we (self and others) are experiencing and using this 
information to grow, learn and act.
 

PRACTICE UPDATE

The Elephant in the Room: 
Managing Difficult Conversations
originally presented at the ClPNA 2016 AGm & Conference.
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information & services

College of Licensed Practical Nurses 
of Alberta (CLPNA)

13163 - 146 Street
Edmonton, Alberta  T5L 4S8  Canada

Email info@clpna.com
Phone 780.484.8886 

Toll Free 1.800.661.5877 (Alberta only)

Fax 780.484.9069

Regular Office Hours: 

Monday to Friday, 8:30am - 4:30pm   
Closed for Statutory Holidays

www.CLPNA.com

need Advice ?
Nursing Practice
practice@clpna.com 

Professional Development
profdev@clpna.com 

Advertise in
CARE magazine
http://www.clpna.com/contact
-us/advertise-with-us/

Job Listings
www.clpna.com/members/
job-listings

Public Registry of LPns
www.clpna.com/employers/ 
public-registry

>>COnTACT US:

Medical Assistance 
in Dying guidance 

The latest practice information for licensed 
practical nurses regarding their role in medical 
assistance in dying (physician-assisted death) 

can be found on ClPNA’s website or by contacting 
a Practice Consultant. Alberta’s three nursing 
regulators have committed to provide collaborative 
guidelines for all nurses as national and provincial 
legislation is developed. 

on June 6, 2016, a new right to medical assistance 
in dying in Canada will become law. The tri-nursing 
group has previously provided interim guidance and 
a FAQ document. 

Questions may be directed to ClPNA’s Practice 
Consultants at practice@clpna.com, 780-484-8886 
or 1-800-661-5877 (toll free in Alberta). 

hOW DO I InCREASE MY EI?
• Perceive the emotion. Take into account 
 everything you see (faces and pictures), hear   
 (voices, tone, music) and experience. 
• Understand emotion. emotions can be 
 complex and often are a combination of feelings. 
 understand what is being felt and why. Put 
 yourself in their shoes. 
• Manage your emotions. Control impulses and   
 behaviours through self-awareness. 
• Use emotions to guide your actions. When 
 we have an awareness of how we experience 
 emotions, it helps us understand how others may   
 experience emotions as well.

RESOURCES: 
To deepen your learning about effective interpersonal 
communication, refer to the following: 

Grayson-Riegel, D. (2016). When to skip a difficult conversation. 
Harvard Business Review. Retrieved from https://hbr.
org/2016/03/when-to-skip-a-difficult-conversation

Karnaze, m. (2009). salovey & mayer on emotional intelligence 
(1990). mindful Construct- Your life is Your Construct. Retrieved 
from http://mindfulconstruct.com/2009/03/31/salovey-mayer-
on-emotional-intelligence-1990/
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end of shift

Save one life,
you’re a hero.

Save a hundred 
lives, you’re 
a nurse.

@CLPNA
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